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Abstract. There is growing public concern about personal data collected by both
private and public sectors. People have very little control over what kinds of data
are stored and how such data is used. Moreover, the ability to infer new knowledge from existing data is increasing rapidly with advances in database and data
mining technologies. We describe a solution which allows people to take control
by specifying constraints on the ways in which their data can be used. User constraints are represented in formal logic, and organizations that want to use this
data provide formal proofs that the software they use to process data meets these
constraints. Checking the proof by an independent verifier demonstrates that user
constraints are (or are not) respected by this software. Our notion of “privacy correctness” differs from general software correctness in two ways. First, properties
of interest are simpler and thus their proofs should be easier to automate. Second, this kind of correctness is stricter; in addition to showing a certain relation
between input and output is realized, we must also show that only operations that
respect privacy constraints are applied during execution. We have therefore an
intensional notion of correctness, rather that the usual extensional one. We discuss how our mechanism can be put into practice, and we present the technical
aspects via an example. Our example shows how users can exercise control when
their data is to be used as input to a decision tree learning algorithm. We have
formalized the example and the proof of preservation of privacy constraints in
Coq.

1 Introduction
Privacy is one of the main concerns expressed about modern computing, especially in
the Internet context. People and groups are concerned by the practice of gathering information without explicitly informing the individuals that data about them is being
collected. Oftentimes, even when people are aware that their information is being collected, it is used for purposes other than the ones stated at collection time. The last
concern is further aggravated by the power of modern database and data mining operations which allow inferring, from combined data sets, knowledge of which the person
is not aware, and would have never consented to generating and disseminating. People
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have no ownership of their own data: it is not easy for someone to exclude themselves
from, e.g. direct marketing campaigns, where the targeted individuals are selected by
data mining models.
This state of affairs has been amply observed by the legal community, particularly
by the segment of it interested in human rights [EPI05]. One of the main concepts
that has emerged from research on societal and legal aspects of privacy is the idea of
Use Limitation Principle (ULP). That principle states that the data should be used only
for the explicit purpose for which it has been collected. It has been noted, however,
that “...[ULP] is perhaps the most difficult to address in the context of data mining
or, indeed, a host of other applications that benefit from the subsequent use of data in
ways never contemplated or anticipated at the time of the initial collection.” [IPC98].
A special case of the ULP is the principle of opting out vs. opting in: in most cases one
needs to limit explicitly the access to one’s data: this approach is called “opting-out”. It
is widely felt (e.g. [Rie01]) that a better approach would be opting-in, where data could
only be collected with an explicit consent for the collection and specific usage from the
data owner.
In this paper, we propose and prototype a novel approach which gives an individual
the ownership of her data: a person may express permissions stating the purposes for
which the data may or may not be used. We show a mechanism by which such permissions can be reinforced in a data mining environment. The core of this approach is the
use of formal methods for proving properties of programs. We use a theorem prover
with a highly expressive logic – the Coq Proof Assistant [Coq03]. This system provides
a high degree of power and flexibility for constructing proofs and it is widely used to
develop formal proofs of correctness of software. We are able to express data mining
programs directly in the logic of the theorem prover, and express privacy properties
easily. In the spectrum from less formal to more formal, this kind of system is on the
formal end, meaning that the method is more rigorous than many others and thus can
provide a higher degree of assurance of correctness than less formal methods. This high
degree of assurance is not without cost, of course; the price that must be paid for it is
that more work must be done to apply such methods. Proofs can be difficult to construct
and require a high degree of interaction and knowledge on the part of the user. We address this issue by modularizing our programs and proofs. In particular, we structure the
code so that for each data mining algorithm we consider, we filter out the difficult part
of the proof so that it can be done once and for all by an expert, and isolate the code that
is likely to change so that the lemmas that are required for this code are straightforward
and easy to prove. It should be possible to simplify the task of proving such lemmas
even further by exploiting the similarities of such lemmas, and designing algorithms to
help automate their proofs.
One aspect that sets privacy verification apart from customary algorithm correctness is that privacy concerns put constraints on the operation of the program. A traditional correctness requirement states a relation between the input and the output of
an algorithm and verification consists of proving that the particular software realizes
this relation. In our case, the requirement is not on the input-output relation but on the
operations that the algorithm performs while running: we impose that no privacy violating operation can be executed. Traditionally, two programs are considered logically

equivalent if they implement the same input-output relation; therefore if one of the two
satisfies a specification, so does the other. However, we want to discriminate programs
on the basis of how they process their input into output. In order to realize such discrimination while at the same time preserving the classical logical understanding of
functions, we decided to overload the output produced by the program so that a trace of
the potentially privacy-breaking operations is preserved in the result.
More specifically, we start from the Weka repository of Java code which implements
a variety of data mining algorithms [WF99]. We modify this code to include checks that
the privacy constraints that we allow users to specify are met. We also restructure the
code to help facilitate proving properties of it. We write it in the functional programming
language of Coq, taking care to ensure that the part of the code which checks that users’
privacy constraints are met is clearly identifiable. It is this part of the code that we need
the flexibility to change. In particular, we want to consider a possibly large variety of
privacy constraints, and so we must be able to modify the code as we modify or add
new constraints. In general, the lemmas required of this added privacy-checking code
will be considerably simpler than lemmas that will be needed about the algorithm as a
whole.
This work extends earlier work, which outlined the main ideas and began with a
simple algorithm as an example [FM02]. This first example was a program to perform
a database join operation, and accommodated users who requested that their data not
be used in such an operation. Here we consider a significantly more complex algorithm
– a decision tree learning algorithm, we illustrate our method of structuring programs
and proofs to tackle the complexity of using formal methods, and we provide a deeper
analysis of the issues that arise in making this work practical.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: we describe the architecture
of our approach, show that it has the desired properties, illustrate how it applies to the
learning of decision trees, present the formalization of a particular privacy property, and
discuss the acceptance and implementation of our general approach.

2 Architecture
In order to describe the architecture of our approach, let us introduce the players that
participate in privacy-conscious data mining:
User is a consumer or a citizen wishing to state her permissions with respect to
her data as it is involved in different data mining processes. Specifying permissions
could be as simple as choosing options, both positive and negative, from some fixed
set. Data miner  is an organization involved in processing the data about a number
of
s.  denotes the database schemata of the databases representing that data, while
 denotes
a set of data mining algorithms that
runs on the data. denotes the
  mining
binaries of the software implementation of . Data
software developer  

develops software (source code) implementing .  provides  s with . 
is an independent, generally trusted organization that verifies that ’s permissions are
respected by  in the course of the normal operation of  . Observe that no single
player owns all the data.



Our main idea is as follows. User sets permissions
  : what can and can
not be done with her data  by an algorithm in . Any  claim that software respects

these permissions can be stated as a theorem   
about S. Proof  
of
this theorem can be checked: if the proof holds, then
the
program
has
the
property


of respecting  .   checks both that   
is a proof of    , and that
the binary software run by  is a compiled form of . (For example,  could
compare the hashed result of compilation of with hashed , so that   needs no
access to , just to its hashed form.)
Graphically, we present this architecture in Fig. 1. Arrows pointing from within a
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Fig. 1. Architectural diagram of the proposed method

box representing player  to a box representing player  show that  makes an object
at the beginning of the arrow available to  . For 
instance,
an organization on behalf of

consumers makes the set of permissions   
from which each individual can
make choices available to  and  . The dashed line between and represents
the verifiable link that is the executable of . As can be seen from this diagram, the
architecture has the following properties:
– The user decides what is and what is not permitted to happen with the data. In that
sense, a user’s data belong to her.
– Users’ permissions are verifiably enforced: it can be proven that the data mining
software respects them (or not). Consequently, it can be proven as well that the
declared use of the data is adhered to, as long as  respects the proposed architecture. In that sense, ULP becomes verifiable as well.

– The scheme is robust against cheating
 by   or  .  cannot present a proof
of a theorem other than   
because   recreates the statement of this
theorem from  and .  cannot run binaries of anything other than (about
which  can verify that it satisfies permissions) as   can verify the
is
indeed a binary version of that .

3 Example
The decision tree learning algorithm we use is the basic ID3 algorithm from [Mit97].
Decision trees classify examples by following, for a given example, a path from the root
to a leaf. This path is determined by the values of the attributes of a given example. The
leaf on that path gives the class of the example. Decision tree induction algorithms, such
as ID3, take as input examples described by their attributes; each example comes with
its class. The output of a decision tree induction algorithm is a decision tree like the one
shown in Fig. 2. Among many possible decision trees consistent with the input, ID3
chooses heuristically the one with the highest expected accuracy on unseen data – this
will be the best tree. We began by implementing this algorithm in Java. Similar, though
somewhat more complex versions can be found in the Weka code. We also implemented
the same algorithm in the functional programming language SML because it is a smaller
step to go from SML to Coq. To illustrate, we apply our program to fictitious data about
loan applications. In that data, people are represented by (among other things) their
earnings to expenses ratio, whether or not they live in a single dwelling, and whether
they live in the suburbs or in the inner city. The tree produced by ID3 from this dataset
is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Example Decision Tree

We have added numbers to each node, indicating the number of training examples
considered. For example, the entire training set contains 14,000 records, of which 5,000
are passed on and used to build the tree rooted at the high ratio branch.
Users concerned with privacy may want to restrict how their data is used in training
sets to build decision trees. In a typical data mining application the learned decision tree
is just a symbolic structure, disconnected from the data used to build its nodes. Business
analysts will typically inspect the tree and decide that they are interested in individuals
represented by some nodes in the tree, e.g. the rightmost leaf in Fig. 2 (people with high
disposable income and likely owning property might be selected for a direct marketing
campaign of a life insurance policy, or for a tax audit). Analysts will then perform what
is called data drilling, i.e. they will request full access to the data subset that resulted

in the tree leaf. In such a context, users may want to specify that they do not want their
data to be used to build any part of the decision tree unless there is some minimum
number of training examples used to build that part of the tree. This may protect them
from being singled out or uniquely identified with the condition leading to the leaf in
which they find themselves. The ID3 algorithm can be modified to stop building parts
of the tree where such constraints are violated. We made this modification, and added
two constraints to the data: one of the “single dwelling” loan applicants requires at least
500 people in the training set, and another with the low ratio value requires at least
6,000. The tree resulting from our modified algorithm is the same as Fig. 2 without
the branches below the nodes marked with (+). Thus, in the new tree, the low ratio and
single dwelling branches will result in no decision. It would be easy, and probably more
desirable, to modify the tree so that such branches give some default decision. We leave
out this kind of detail when we discuss the proof below.
Data miners might consider such user-imposed constraints to be too restrictive. One
alternative is to continue building the tree, and to prune only the leaf node that contains
the person whose constraints are violated. Suppose in our example, the person who
requires at least 6,000 people in the training set lives in the suburbs. The tree obtained
by removing subtrees below nodes marked (++) is the tree obtained from this version
of the algorithm. (There is no change to the single dwelling branch in this case.) As
before, we will want to modify the two branches that are pruned to give some default
decision instead of no decision at all.
These two versions of the algorithm hint at some of the trade-offs and compromises needed between data miners and customers. Instead of discussing this further,
we simply note here that (as discussed later), for practical purposes it will be necessary
to design a user-friendly language in which users can express constraints. In such a
language, we can have a variety of options including the two just discussed here, thus
providing increased flexibility.
To obtain an implementation of the ID3 algorithm in Coq’s functional language, we
began with a direct translation from the SML code and then modified it to use recursion in a style that is more amenable to Coq’s reasoning power. Our implementation
is modular. We first present a general tree-building procedure that does not depend on
specifics such as how to determine the labels of the children of each node or which
privacy constraints must be checked. This implementation structure allows us to structure the proof so that we can exploit general mathematical properties of our tree data
structures as well as general properties of functions which process such trees.
As mentioned above, we need to overload the output of the algorithm to obtain a
trace of the possibly privacy-infringing operations. In the example, the original algorithm produces a search tree that does not contain information about the training data
used in its construction. We modify it by labeling each node of the tree with the set of
corresponding training data. In this way, the privacy constraints can be verified directly
on the output tree. This information can (and should) be discarded before using the
tree. This operation can be part of a post-processing phase that also includes replacing
branches that give no decision with default decisions as discussed above. We present
the algorithm and discuss the formal proof development showing that this code satisfies
the required privacy constraints in the next section.

4 The Formal Development
Coq implements the Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC), a powerful higher-order
logic. In its theory, data types and logical propositions are represented with the same
formalism. There are
sorts of types,  for data structures and   for proposi two
tions. An element
 is a type whose terms are elements of the corresponding data
structure. An element
  is a type whose terms are proofs of the corresponding
proposition.
 ,
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Two very important constructs of Coq are inductive and coinductive definitions. The
notation to define them is similar, but there are deep differences in their meaning. Below
left is the general form of the declaration of an inductive or coinductive type:
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In the general form, the symbols 7HG  represent sequences of argument assumptions. This
declaration introduces a new  , ; its elements are constructed by applying the constructors
;G to elements satisfying the assumptions 7HG . The 7G s can contain occurrences

of itself, provided
 that they respect a positivity restriction [CP90, PM93].
*5<=0 In this case
the elements of can be constructed recursively. For example, the
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?
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the middle above contains natural numbers represented as , 
, 
, etc.
Coinductive types are defined in an almost identical way and are subject to the
same positivity restrictions [Gim98]: The difference between the two constructs is that
the recursive elements of an inductive type must be well-founded, while those/ of*5<=a0
coinductive type are allowed to be infinitely descending. For example, in the set '
defined on the right above, it is possible to construct a term
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Inductive and Coinductive definitions can be given for elements of   as well;
and the definition of (co)inductive dependent types and predicates is allowed.
The definition of the type for trees is one of the delicate points in the development.
We have adopted an implementation methodology that consists of adapting the data
types to the structure of the algorithms to be verified. This implementation philosophy has proved very effective in previous work [BC01, MM04, BC04] and it greatly
simplifies the representation of algorithms and the verification of their properties.
To see how this methodology is applied in our case, consider the following informal
description of the algorithm: The input is a database, that is a list of records, M , representing the input training data. If the privacy restriction is not satisfied by M (e.g. M is too
small), then the construction of the tree is blocked at this node and the node itself gives
a default result. On the other hand, if M satisfies the privacy restriction, a node is created

and M is partitioned into subsets that will be used to build the children of that node. The
children are determined by choosing the attribute that results in the best classifier. A list
of databases is obtained by dividing M into equivalence classes, one for each value of
this attribute, and a new branch of the tree is created for each element of this list.
This is a top-down construction: The tree is constructed starting from its root node
by specifying the branches at each stage. This is typical of coinductively constructed
trees, because we cannot be sure a priori that the constructed tree is well-founded (it can
be proved a posteriori in our case). On the other hand, inductive trees are characterized
by a bottom-up construction in which the subtrees have to be defined first and the main
tree is built from them.
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influence in any way the functioning of the algorithm or the proof of correctness.
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However, we chose a different (equivalent) way to define recursive functions on
a coinductive type. We exploit instead the categorical characterization of coinductive
types as terminal coalgebras [Hag87] (for a type-theoretic introduction, see also Chapter 3 of [Cap02]; for a comparison of the  two approaches, see [Gim94]).
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  , but first checks to see that the initial input meets the required constraint. If
not, a degenerate tree of one node with a dummy label is returned.
To instantiate the parameters and specialize this algorithm to ID3, we need several
definitions. We begin by using Coq’s built-in arrays and lists to represent the input
training data. A record is represented as an array of fixed size. Each position in the
array contains a particular field, and we assume the fields are in the same order in each
record in the training data. The training data is a list of such records. Defining an array
in Coq requires the type and number of fields. We leave
*-  1 4  ,  here. They are
 1 4 , these unspecified
formal parameters to our program, which we call
and
. For simplicity
we assume that all fields have
the
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type
(i.e.
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of this field. Fig. 4 contains the implementation of several functions we will need. The
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Fig. 4. Functions Specific to the ID3 Algorithm

first two functions define the code that checks
is respected for all the
1 * whether
, <=0 < / =4=privacy
/
checks that all records in a
records in the database. The first function,
certain database
1 3 < / have
/ *  a0 privacy
<D1 *=0 specification smaller than a given bound.
1 In
* ,the
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We leave out the part of the ID3 algorithm that determines how to partition the
training data by choosing the attribute that results in the best classifier. The details have
no bearing on the privacy issue. We just assume the existence of the following function:
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For our proof, we need no information about this function other than its type.
 (For
example, we do not even need to know that each predicate selects a subset of M that is
disjoint from all others.) If there is only
 4L< one,  equivalence class, the ID3 algorithm builds
a leaf node and stops. The function
< 021 021  * 1 *  in-Fig.
*5/ 021 4* tests for this case by checking
the length of the list returned by   '
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whether or not this partitioning should be done by calling 
. In the true case, since

there will be no children, the empty list is returned.
The ID3 algorithm
by instantiating the parameters introduced above.
 is then/obtained
e
First, we instantiate with
. Thus, we store at each node the actual subset of the
training data used to build the subtree below the node. (Note that our trees do not store
labels such as “Approve”, “Reject”, or “Single Dwelling” as used in Fig. 2. They are not
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To implement the version of the algorithm that keeps more nodes and /eliminates
* 0 <D1 *=0

only the leaves marked with (++), the only change needed is to instantiate the '
parameter with the following code:
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;
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The predicate 
 M   M 6 expresses the fact that
 the database M is the label
of a node of the tree generated
by for the training set M 6 . The predicate says that if 

is one of the records
in
then
the privacy restriction is satisfied, that is, the
M
 4D*  0    
1 number
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records in M  , 
, is at least the minimum limit specified for  , 
M
 .

We use the symbol for the logical version of the order relation to distinguish it from
the boolean version used in the algorithm.
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that

 is an invariant of all nodes  created by the 1 , ,D4=/=1 )1 ' * 0  4K4 program. The main
theorem
 4L<  1 3 <follows
/ / * fairly
 0 <D1 *=0directly from this
1 3 < / property.
/ *  0 <DThe
1 *=0 version of the algorithm that uses
 
' 
' 
instead of 
requires only minor modifications
to two lemmas and their proofs. The whole proof development, including definitions,
lemmas, and proofs, is roughly 500 lines of Coq script.

5 Discussion and Conclusion
Let us turn our attention to some of the practical aspects of the approach we are proposing. These include the additional effort (human and computational) needed to perform
data mining compared to the current practice; the question of access of the players to
the information proprietary to other players; and the limitations  of the approach.
Firstly, as already mentioned, proving the theorem  
is hard, but this needs
to be done only once. We envisage that   will perform this as part of the documentation activities. The proof  
must be checked by  . This check can be
performed automatically. Instead of being done exhaustively, it can be done at random

times, similarly to industrial quality control. Finally, a computational overhead of the
software modified so that permissions are checked during execution of is linear in
the number of s whose privacy is checked.
Secondly, let us see in more detail what kind of access different players need to
have to software belonging to other players. It is access to that is difficult in practice:
for obvious reasons   s will be reluctant to let other parties read the source code
of   ’s proprietary software. We believe that these concerns can be addressed by
carefully analyzing and constraining the access process, and engineering it so that the
source code is only accessed by programs and never by humans. For instance, 
needs access to when checking proof , but that can be done in  ’s environment,
by an applet or other non-intrusive mechanism for which it is known that it does not
export any information outside that environment.
Let us now look at some issues related to the language in which s express their
permissions of  . The first question is the issue of names of database fields – how
would know what names of the database fields are needed to describe her permissions? We can see this answered when universal XML standards will normalize the
names of fields in large databases. Alternatively, one can envisage the disclosure of
field names by  s participating in the proposed scheme.
Finally, the language of  s also limits our approach to data properties that can
be expressed syntactically in formal logic. This does not take into account data dependencies that may be true in a given domain and exploited by  s that have that
domain knowledge. It may be possible to deduce information from decision trees that
is not covered by privacy constraints. An example from the real world of deductions
from data is mortgage redlining. This is a name for a discrimination technique that has
been used in the past by some US lenders to exclude mortgage loan applicants based
on race and ethnic criteria. Racial redlining has been ruled illegal some years ago, but
many (see [USC98]) allege that lenders use other “attributes” of loan applicants that the
lenders know correlate highly with race, such as a combination of the geographic info
(e.g. ZIP indicating inner city) with household income. This results in the same effect
as racial redlining, and shows the limitation of “syntactic” privacy permissions that can
be sidetracked by having the knowledge of deep relationships between attributes. This
is the case in our example with the loan data and the resulting decision tree in Fig. 2:
while grouping people by race may be forbidden by law, lenders may know that following the inner city path in the tree may practically identify racial minorities. In general,
it is important that users be given as much information as possible about what their
chosen privacy constraints cover, and what they don’t.
Most related work on addressing privacy problems in the data mining context [AS00,
ESAG02, Iye02] approaches the problem by applying data transformations that perturb
values of individual data records, changing the “sensitive” fields (e.g. salary information). While the value of an individual perturbed field becomes useless, a reconstruction
procedure estimates the original distribution, so that a modified decision tree induction
algorithm gives results close to those that would be obtained on the original, unperturbed database. Another branch of this research looks at the privacy aspects when the
data is split either vertically [VC02] (i.e. attributes are partitioned, and one party knows
only a given partition and does not wish to share the values of these attributes with other

parties, while all attributes are needed for data mining), or horizontally [KC02] (i.e. the
database is partitioned into subsets of records, one party knows only the records in its
partition and does not wish to share these records with other parties, while all records
are needed for data mining). None of this work, however, offers any tools to address the
ULP.
A variety of approaches to the privacy problem introduce formal models which can
serve as a starting point for verifying privacy policies. One example, which does begin
to address the ULP, is a language based approach which builds information-flow into
the types of a simplified version of Java [HA04]. Although this work does not address
data mining in particular, it may be possible to integrate this kind of approach with ours
to improve the scope of privacy concerns that can be enforced.
A wealth of future work is ahead of us. A user-friendly permission language for
s,
 easy to handle by an average person, needs to be designed. As suggested earlier,
it could initially have the form of a set of options from which would choose her permissions, both negative and positive. Tools for proof development that can ease proof
construction in this domain need to be designed. Our current work includes experimenting with the Krakatoa approach [MPMU04] which allows us to work more directly with
the Weka Java code, avoiding the step of translating code into Coq. We hope this approach will also provide better automation of proofs. Also, the approach presented here
can be combined with the data perturbation method mentioned earlier [AS00]. In our
framework, one could prove that the perturbation techniques are in fact applied to the
data during data mining. Finally, we need to experiment with a specific dataset used by
an organization which will accept to act as the first  , and a   who will provide
access to his on the basis described above.
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